
Up to $60,000+ when you sign on with OMR 
 

Optical Management Resources (OMR), in partnership with preferred vendors, is proud to announce 

our newest opportunity… 

 

“OMR’s Rewards Advancement Strategy”  
 
OMR would like to offer each and every motivated account the opportunity to super charge their optical 

business immediately by offering your optical your hard earned reward bonus up front and now!  Why wait 

for your rewards to trickle in, when you can get them NOW?   

 

Because of our strong partnerships, we are able to offer your practice $5,000, $10,000, $15,000 or even 

$60,000 when you team up with us by November 30th 2017.  In fact, for select qualifying accounts, we can 

advance in upwards of $100,000+.  

 

Because OMR is in business for the independent, we understand your needs.  YOU are in charge,  you get to 

pick the level of commitment that’s right for your business.  You get to have a say so in the length of 

contract that you feel is right for you!   You pay NO interest and NO monthly payments on the 

advancement!  PERIORD, and that’s it! 

 

Our strategy is very simple: 
-You may pick from either of our two contracted laboratories or we even have an option that allows you to 

use your current laboratory.  With your needs in mind we will help you with choosing the best option. 

 

-Team up with your choice of our preferred lens partners.  They will visit with you and help you with the 

advancement qualification process.  Enjoy extremely flexible partnership terms. Choose from 3 months all 

the way to 5 years.  You get to decide on a commitment level custom to your needs, 60%, 70%, or even 

80%.  OMR and our partners make these steps very easy and painless for you and your staff.   

 

-Schedule your staff training sessions with both our preferred lens partner and our consulting group.  We 

want to super charge your staff and help them fine tune their abilities.   

 

- Lastly, sit back and let the profits roll in!  Invest in your business. Treat your staff to a well deserved 

Christmas party.  Pick up some new lines of frames just in time for the Insurance rush.  Or perhaps purchase 

or pay off some new equipment for your practice…  

 

Contact us today!   
 

 

 

 This offer is exclusively being offered only to our preferred 
partners like YOU!   
 
Offer is subject to change with out notice.  All offers are subject 
to qualification and availability. Please contact OMR for details.   

https://www.omrtx.com/sales-consultants
https://www.omrtx.com/sales-consultants

